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Older people and hospitals

• 20 – 25% have cognitive impairment 1, 2

• 10 – 31% have delirium at admission 3

• 3 – 29% develop delirium 4

People with dementia 5, 6

• More frequent ED visits

• More frequently admitted

• Increased mortality
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Capacity is not black and white

5 principles to apply when assessing an adult’s capacity:

• Always presume an adult has capacity

• Capacity is decision and time specific

• Provide support and information they need to make 

and communicate decisions

• Assess the decision-making ability rather than the 

decision

• Respect dignity and privacy

Guidelines for assessing decision–making capacity | Your rights, crime and the law | Queensland Government 

(www.qld.gov.au)

https://www.qld.gov.au/law/legal-mediation-and-justice-of-the-peace/power-of-attorney-and-making-decisions-for-others/capacity-guidelines


Supported decision making

• Hearing aids / glasses

• Quiet space

• Written information

• Familiar language / concepts

• Family support 

• Time



Alternate Decision Makers

• Advance Health Directive 

• QCAT appointed Guardian

• Enduring Power of Attorney

• Statutory Health Attorney

• Spouse (including a de facto partner and/or civil partner) 

• Carer (not paid carer, health provider or residential service 

provider)

• Close friend or relation 

• Public Guardian 

Consent to provide health care to adults flowchart | End of Life

https://www.health.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0036/688266/wwlsm-flowcharts.pdf


General / Health Care Principles

1. Presume the adult has capacity

2. Same human rights and fundamental freedoms

3. Empowering and supporting to exercise their human rights

4. Maintaining supportive relationships

5. Maintaining culture, language, values and beliefs

6. Respect for privacy

7. Right to liberty and security

8. Participation in decision-making

9. Performance of functions and exercise of powers

10.Structured decision-making
Factsheet: General principles and health care principles under Queensland's guardianship framework - Power of attorney and advance health directive forms | Publications | Queensland 

Government

https://www.publications.qld.gov.au/dataset/power-of-attorney-and-advance-health-directive-forms/resource/399ac2cc-9088-48f7-94cd-e29f3f927c48
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When ACP should be considered / 
reviewed

• Initial diagnosis

• Key stages along the journey

• Life changes

• Increasing frailty / dependency

• Residential care

• Markers of end stage disease



“Do whatever your ingenuity and your heart 

suggest. There is little or no hope of any recovery 

in memory.  But a man does not consist of 

memory alone.  He has feelings, will, sensibilities, 

moral being… and it is here that you find ways to 

touch him.  In the realm of the individual, there 

may be much that you can do.” 

AR Luria 


